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Abstract
Ornament Because of Crime:
Learning from Mafia Baroque
by
Borislav Angelov
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on January 17, 2019 in Partial 
Fulfillment of the Requirements for the Degree of Master of Architecture.
Thesis Supervisor : Ana Miljački
Title: Associate Professor of Architecture
The thesis looks at the very specific economic and political 
circumstances in post-Communist Bulgaria that led to the emergence 
of Mafia Baroque as a distinct architectural style and an instrument for 
communicating power. Building on the context of the economic meltdown of 
the mid-1990s, the urban development out-pacing the changing regulatory 
environment due to corruption, , and the unclear laws relating to land 
restitution and private development- it seeks to understand how these 
mafia individuals exploited the construction industry and architecture, 
and what the future manifestations of these mechanisms could be. A new 
wave of rural migration to the cities and the current construction boom, 
present an opportunity for these macho nationalist “businessmen” to 
establish themselves as “righteous members and builders of society”. The 
thesis will neither seek to create a dialectical- “cleaned up” version of Mafia 
Baroque nor will it just serve as a cautionary tale projecting a bleak future. 
If ornament used to be a direct product of crime, could it now express its 
patron’s ulterior motive for an improved urban environment as it takes on 
additional collective functions besides communicating power? The previous 
flat kit bashing of parts will be replaced with new programmatic and spatial 
explorations that seek to project a new synthetic urban condition replacing 
the individualized enclaves of the present. 
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1110 | Turned Towards the East
The People’s Republic of BulgariaTurned Towards the East
With the Second World War engulfing Europe, on March 1,  1941 
Bulgaria broke its neutrality and was forced to sign the Tripartite Pact 
and officially become a member of the Axis Powers. Three years later the 
German conquest had been halted as the Red Army was now marching 
to the west. On September 5, 1944 the Soviet Union declared war on the 
kingdom of Bulgaria prompting the government to pledge allegiance 
in order to avoid military conflict. September 9 signaled the end of the 
Bulgarian monarchy as communist party members launched a coup d’etat, 
replacing the existing administration with the Bulgarian Communist Party 
(BCP). The events which unfolded over those four days would define the 
country’s future over the next four and a half decades with Russia being the 
main protagonist in its formation. 
The newly created socialist republic had it constitution drafted with the 
help of Soviet jurists who used the 1936 Soviet Constitution as a model. 
The extensive nomenklatura at each governmental level distributed the 
control of the country’s inner workings among a few bureaucratic figures 
of high power. Their authority will still be present even long after the fall 
of Communism at the end of the 1980’s. As one of the COMECON (Council 
for Mutual Economic Assistance) members, Bulgaria’s economy was 
oriented strictly towards the east with both its imports and exports being 
distributed among its European neighbors and the Soviet union. Large 
scale mechanization boosted the agricultural and technological industries, 
gaining the country the moniker “Silicon Valley of the Eastern Bloc”. The 
abundance of jobs, government provided healthcare and education, and the 
socialist ideals promoted by the party did not, however, establish a sense of 
equality among the citizens.  The demise of the Soviet empire and the failed 
“plan” economy led to two national bankruptcies along with amounting a 
national debt of enormous proportions. Coupled with the restricted cultural 
freedom and censorship of all Western media or access west of the Berlin 
wall,  the country found itself amidst public protests against the regime 
signaling a desperate need for a change. The last year of the 1980’s will 
mark the moment Bulgaria stopped looking to the east.
“The friendship between the Soviet and the Bulgarian people — indestructible for eternity”, a 1969 Soviet 
stamp commemorating the 25th anniversary of the Socialist Revolution in Bulgaria. Photo by wikipedia.com
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Transitioning to Democracy
| Fall of Communism
Fall of Communism
On November 10, 1989, a day after the fall of the Berlin wall,  Todor 
Zhivkov was relieved of his duties as the general secretary of the Communist 
Party. An action, like many in the past influenced by events in Russia- on 
this occasion a new Soviet leader in the face of Mikhail Gorbachev and his 
perestroika set in motion. The restructuring of the Bulgarian parliament 
to a multi party election system announced the end of communism in the 
country, and initiated the transition to liberal democracy and a  free market 
economy. The long awaited change promised freedom of personal choice 
and expression, along with visions for a more heterogeneous environment 
replacing the monotonous homogeneity of the past. The flooding of 
the country with Western products allowed individuals to pursue self-
diversification and compete in a market utilizing one’s unique qualities and 
services. However, this geopolitical re-orientation to the West proved far 
from smooth. The staggering increase of national debt during the first years 
of the next decade caused an economic collapse as major institutions in 
the country became bankrupt. The choice to freely elect the ruling party in 
parliament seemed to bring a sense of nostalgia, rather than change, as ex-
communists organized under a different party name were elected to power. 
Large national industrial, pharmaceutical or agricultural companies were 
being kept alive by the government through the extension of credits even 
though they were operating at a loss. The financial collapse of the banking 
sector in 1996 initiated a process of mass privatization seen as the antidote 
to Bulgaria’s economic troubles. The free market economy mechanisms 
set in motion, however, provided a platform for only a select number of 
individuals, emphasizing the social inequality created among the various 
layers of society. The corrupted government sought to consolidate its power 
through its distribution among certain individuals who were often operating 
above the law. A bleak environment for the majority of the population, this 
moment, however, proved a thriving period for a small group of people who 
would form the new bourgeois class in Bulgaria.
October 4, 1990.The Communist  five pointed star is being lifted off the House of Party in Sofia. 
Bulgarian News Agency Archive
1514 | Fall of Communism
November 17, 1989.  A public protest around the House of Parliament seeking the reform of the government.
Bulgarian News Agency Archives 
November 18, 1989. A public protest at Aleksander Nevski Square  in Sofia.
Photo by  Jivko Angelov, Bulgarian News Agency Archive
Removal  of the monument of Georgi Dimitrov, 1989.
1716 | Bulgarian Mafia
The New EliteBulgarian Mafia
The rise of  specific characters with criminal past, political ties and 
protections to the status of “innovative” businessmen and most suitable 
builders of the new Bulgarian society did not unfold over night. The stage 
had been set by DS (Durzhavna Sigurnost- Bulgarian National Security 
Agency) long before the fall of communism. As early as the 1960s the 
agency had established a company called Kintex, which was a monopoly of 
exporting arms from Bulgaria to foreign markets. During the 70s its role 
was expanded to smuggle weapons to African insurgent groups, while the 
channels were also being used for illegal people-trafficking, for drugs and 
high tech. “All three industries were deemed of immense strategic value to 
the Bulgarian state. At the heart of the smuggling operations lay Military 
Counter-Intelligence, the 2nd Directorate of the DS, which controlled all 
of Bulgaria’s borders. And the head of Military Counter-Intelligence was 
General Petur Chergelanov.”1 Similarly all of those associated with the 
communist regime found themselves better “equipped” for the transition 
to democracy and the hijacking of the Bulgarian economy. Starting with 
the head of the government,  Prime Minister Andrey Lukanov who had 
established a Russian-Bulgarian joint venture for the transportation of 
Russian Oil and Natural Gas through Bulgaria to Turkey and the Southern 
Balkan Peninsula, the figures of power needed operatives in the cities 
dealing with the local matters. Simultaneously the end of the State’s control 
over internal affairs meant an overabundance of policemen which had to be 
addressed- “All manner of operatives lost their jobs- secret police, counter-
intelligence officers, Special Forces commandos, border guards, as well as 
homicide detectives and traffic cops... By 1991 14, 000 secret policemen 
were looking for work in a contracting economy. One sector, however, was 
experiencing an unprecedented expansion and it was a line of work that was 
ideally suited to them. This sector was organized crime.” 2 
Another recently disenfranchised group - wrestlers, boxers and 
weightlifters, was looking to apply their skills in a new area after the State 
no longer supported sport initiatives. Both ex-policemen and wrestlers soon
Mafia members at the funeral of Georgi Iliev. September 11, 2005
1 Glenny, “McMafia- Crime Withouth Frontiers”, p.17
2 p.23
1918 | Bulgarian Mafia
Vasil Iliev (right) the founder of the VIS mafia group , with his younger brother Georgi Iliev (right) who would 
eventually take over and  expanded his brother’s empire.
imposed stranglehold on Bulgaria’s major cities as two groups, known 
by the acronyms SIC and VIS, became the overwhelming leaders. Vasil 
Iliev who was trained by Ivo Karamanski (referred to as the Godfather of 
the Bulgarian Mafia) created VIS exploiting the most profitable scheme 
at the time- insurance. Extortion and racketeering being the primary 
mechanisms of operation, Iliev’s company used the Yugoslavian embargo 
to smuggle forbidden products into the country, extending his expertise 
into trade. The mafia boss soon set his sights on the Black Sea coast. His 
hotel empire on the Southern Coast operated behind the mask of tourism 
and entertainment, to establish networks of human and drug trafficking. 
Others followed suit as two of SIC’s founders -the Marinov brothers- ran the 
organization from the resort city they created outside of Slunchev Bryiag 
(Sunny Beach). The brute force of the initial groups in the early 1990’s was 
replaced by business acumen and wider social ambitions. Taking advantage 
of the growth of urban development along with the unclear laws relating to 
land restitution and private development- these mafia individuals identified 
the construction industry and architecture as the most potent vehicles for 
communication. The macho nationalist attitude manifested itself in lavish 
homes which demonstrated the newly crafted lifestyle of luxury.  However, 
architecture’s physical expression was not the only aspect exploited as its 
financial mechanisms provided an even larger stage for communication. 
Laundering money through the creation of buildings became an established 
scheme which reached an unprecedented levels with the realization that the 
Tourism sector of the economy was there for the taking.
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A web of the major mafia players  during the decade since the fall of communism.
| Bulgarian Mafia
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Bulgarian Architecture
| Bulgarian Architecture
Bulgarian architecture over the last hundred years has been influenced 
by Western modernism in the beginning of the century, and by Soviet 
socialist ideology after the end of World War II. While examples of the 
first kind have remained singular instances, most often associated with 
institutional or cultural buildings, the predominant architectural landscape 
of Bulgaria comprises of pre-cast concrete residential buildings. These 
symbols of the Socialist ideal of a classless utopic society housed in a 
city as a functional machine, have now assumed the role of monuments 
commemorating the limitations of the Communist regime. As a product 
of the Post-Socialist city, Mafia Baroque expressed the strive for diversity. 
Aiming to uncover deeper connections with the Bulgarian architectural 
heritage, this thesis examines buildings from the 18th and 19th centuries, 
when the Revival of the Bulgarian society and its subsequent freedom from 
Ottoman rule resulted in a unique architectural style. By understanding the 
immediate precursors to Mafia Baroque along with traditional Bulgarian 
architecture from the past, an understanding of the style seems to emerge. 
Rather than haphazardly copying Postmodern or Neo-Classical components, 
Mafia Baroque seeks to fuse them with vernacular elements driven by its 
macho nationalist nature. 
Balabanov’s House, built beginning of the 19th century. Photo by oldplovdiv.com 
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2 Vasileva,    ,“Bulgarian Architecture During the Second Half of the XX Century”,p.14
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Fig.1- “Vertical” influences from the center and “horizontal” influences from the periphery.2
| Bulgarian Architecture
Bulgarian Architecture 1950-1989
The architectural development of socialist Bulgaria could be separated 
in two general periods- Stalinism, the period right after World War II until 
the April Plenum of the Central Committee of the Bulgarian Communist 
Party in 1956, which initiated the process of de-stalination and marked 
the “contamination” of Bulgarian architecture with European and world 
movements during the time of Post-Stalinism. The first phase could 
be characterized as an “embellishment period”, “Stalinist Baroque” or 
“Bulgarian Neo-Classicism”, which introduces socialist realism as its main 
driving ideology. This new movement builds on the desire of the 1920’s 
Soviet avant-garde for a total reconstruction of the world according to the 
new political order. However, differing from the radical modernist search 
for tabula rasa, the socio realists advocated for turning back to cultural 
heritage  believing that nothing new could be founded on a completely 
blank slate, therefore only progressive elements from past cultures should 
be borrowed and fused into one worthy of defining a bright future. After the 
death of Stalin in 1953 the control over the vision for built environment and 
the future loses some of its strength, however, it is still present through new 
architectural concepts spreading outward from Moscow: the micro-rayons, 
the precast apartment building blocks, and the spaces for public cultural 
exchange. These new architectural inventions quickly  spread across the 
country and mix with the Western post-war Modernist ideas of “architecture 
for society”, mass housing and mass tourism reaching every region within 
Bulgaria and developing its own image within the overarching ideology. 
The line of influence between Eastern Socialism and Western Modernism 
is penetrated by the specific incarnations of Modernism which develop 
across the world in the years before 1989- Brutalism, Metabolism, Critical 
Regionalism and Post-modernism. 
Out of these “horizontal” influences from the periphery, Brutalism has 
had the most lasting impact on the Bulgarian architectural environment. 
During the 60s and 70s examples of the style have populated many of the 
large cities following the desire for monolithic expression and “truth” to
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 materials. These specificities, however, have been imbued with local 
traditions manifested either in vernacular construction details executed in 
concrete or through traditional town planning and site context organization. 
Compared with the Brutalist examples in the Bulgarian architecture, the 
Metabolist movement is not as prominent and manifests itself through 
the obsession of local technique and materials and the larger Bulgarian 
Revival movement. The use of the module in the conception of public 
buildings along with the techno-fetishism present more unique examples of 
individual architects being influenced by the style, rather than a  conscious 
national movement. Critical Regionalism, as coined and developed by 
Kenneth Frampton in 1983, tries to avoid the romantic nostalgia towards 
the past leading to “sentimental provincialism, and instead argue for a 
strategy where modern architecture generates a sensibility towards the past 
and the future, which manifests in unusual projects which transform the 
literal regionalism through the critical gaze of their author.” In Bulgaria 
the movement existed more in the theoretical realm and the dissemination 
of such examples across the world into public exhibitions and published 
works with the aim of educating the professional experts along with the 
wider public. Out of all of these influences, Postmodernism   emerges in 
the country with a level of theoretical awareness superseding the previous 
cases and is practiced widely with built examples across the nation. The 
increased transparency of the Bulgarian borders allows foreign influences 
to reach more easily the Bulgarian context resulting in increased awareness 
of the context, expanded notions of what tradition is and the wider use of 
architectural models.
| Bulgarian Architecture
National Palace of Culture, Sofia.Architect Alexander Georgiev Barov. Built 1979-1981
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Mafia Baroque
Elenite Royal Castle, Elenite Bulgaria.
| Mafia Baroque
 The totalitarian rule of Bulgaria after World War II provided 
a framework where architects and other urban experts could operate 
with limited freedom as the only client was the state apparatus and its 
mechanisms for disciplining the population. The fall of Communism in 1989 
released the bottled up desire for expression and presented an opportunity 
for the populist voice against the previous stylistic dogma to reverberate 
across the country. The change of political regime, however, privileged a 
certain demographic which assumed the role of a transition tool for the 
previous power to preserve its authority during the new government. These 
were people associated with the underground organized crime network 
who all of a sudden found themselves forming the new bourgeois upper 
class, seeking to establish a certain image and express their ideology. 
After the economic meltdown of the mid-1990s, urban development 
outpaced the changing regulatory environment due to corruption, lack 
of municipal resources, and unclear laws relating to land restitution 
and private development- the construction industry and its ties with the 
mafia, architecture became a mechanism for image forming. Planners and 
architects were displaced as essential components of the urban growth 
machine, as they felt that without their skill-set Bulgarian cities grew in 
ways that eroded public spaces, rejected internationally accepted styles, 
and inscribed class differences both in the function and the form of new 
neighborhoods and developments. The predominant style which spread 
across the country was internally defined as Mafia Baroque.
 Mafia Baroque could be characterized as a mash-up of different 
styles, its exuberant use of lavish materials and garnishes, along with a 
kitschy attempt for Post-modern signification. It indicated a rejection 
of expert opinion and architects, and prided itself in deviating from 
Western Architectural norms. It became an architecture of pure individual 
expression, one that embraced kitsch and signaled the rise of populism. Due 
to the Russian influence for the past few decades, the style looked towards 
adopting elements from previous epochs like Classicism and Baroque 
disregarding contemporary developments in architecture. The style often 
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consisted of disparate elements such as cupolas, mansard roofs, smoked 
blue glass, Corinthian columns, expensive marble panels, porticoes, and 
mirrored glass set at angles; sometimes all united in a single structure.  
It certainly referenced Las Vegas but did not learn from it. Neon lights 
along with polychromatic forms characteristic to the strip in Nevada 
were transported to the Bulgarian urban environment in an almost direct 
process of mimesis. Mafia Baroque became a mish-mash of styles, a kitschy 
Frankenstein, designed less by the architect than the patron’s desire to 
broadcast his wealth. This was ornament because of crime.
The resulting aesthetization manifested in a pastiche where all past is 
equalized in synchronicity of eternal present. The style not only represented 
a new social wave in the restructuring of the country but also suppressed 
any search for contemporary architectural expression. Architects became 
mere instruments in the physicalisation of horrible taste and stylistic 
control dictated not even by rich men, but their mistresses. Slavoj Zizek’s 
conclusions about the similar case of Neo-Stalinist post-modernism 
could be applied to Mafia Baroque -” The “class basis” of the neo-Stalinist 
postmodernism is thus the new wild-capitalist elite which perceives itself as 
ideologically indifferent, “apolitical,” caring only about money and success, 
despising all big Causes. The “spontaneous ideology” of this new bourgeoisie 
is paradoxically what appears as the opposite of their vulgar “passion of the 
real” (pleasures, money, power), a (no less vulgar) pan-aestheticism: all 
ideologies are equal, equally ridiculous, they are useful only to provide the 
spice of aesthetic excitement, so the more problematic they are, the more 
excitement they generate.”3
3 Zizek, Slavoj “Architectural Parallax Spandrels and Other Phenomena of Class Struggle”, p.3
| Mafia Baroque
Credit Photo
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1 Vasileva,    ,“Bulgarian Architecture During the Second Half of the XX Century”,p.14
Residential building. Sofia, Bulgaria
MSAT tv station. Varna, Bulgaria
Commercial building. Sofia, Bulgaria
| Mafia Baroque
Bella Vista Beach Club Hotel, Sinemorets, Bulgaria 
Private balcony. Plovdiv, Bulgaria
Victoria Palace Hotel. Sunny Beach, Bulgaria
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Two Face
| Mafia Baroque
Mafia Baroque was not only an architectural style but an attitude as well. 
It could be perceived in an individual’s behavior, their choice of means of 
self expression, and their perception of the current historical moment. As 
a psychological experiment to grasp a better understanding of the style, 
six characters were developed who exhibit unique traits to distinguish 
themselves, often in humorous ways, from others within the collective of 
Mafia Baroque. 
Two Face has always been conflicted about how he should feel. How can 
one navigate this world and still keep his integrity in tact? He decided that 
it is best to develop split personalities and looks to go with them. He would 
often disguise himself on one side as a clean modernist glass structure to 
satisfy the sophisticated taste of upper class visitors, while on the other he 
would appeal to the masses proudly wearing his lavish ornamentation.
3938
The Patriotic Comfort Freak
| Mafia Baroque
He never understood those abstract forms, which they said 
demonstrated character through proportion, color and articulation. For him 
to be proudly Bulgarian could be expressed only by a few widely accepted 
national symbols- the lion, the national flag and the national anthem. 
One should never be afraid to place any of those and as many as one likes, 
because we all know the level of patriotism is directly proportional to the 
literal symbology describing it. He also never understood those western 
central air-conditioning systems... It was all about creating micro climates 
in each space of the interior. Plus the AC bodies did not look too bad on the 
facade as well, providing unique ornamentation and an anthem of their own.
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The Siamese Twins
| Mafia Baroque
Their identical appearance never bothered them. The perfect bilateral 
symmetry of their parts have achieved what even the human face had not. 
Why design various forms and ensembles addressing specific conditions, 
when one can design only one which seems to satisfy all demands? A 
“perfect” module which could be repeated ad infinitum.
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The Geo Flaunter
| Mafia Baroque
The Geo Flaunter was hip, he was cool. He was not one of those 
characters who are firmly rooted in the present, believing one should only 
care about the contemporary moment they are in. He sampled generously 
from history and adorned himself with garments from different historical 
periods. Exciting architecture had been produced throughout all epochs, 
so why should he confine himself to one? His heterogeneous forms came 
together in a look which gave him a distinct appearance from every angle. 
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The Schizophrenic
| Mafia Baroque
He had always felt different from the others. It was as almost as there 
were different distinctive personalities residing in his body. He decided that 
it would be most rational to accept them and seek  a way to satisfy their 
internal desires. The solution would be to device a unique formal expression 
for each one and proudly assemble them together. To be different was not so 
bad after all.
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The Flamboyant Copycat
| Mafia Baroque
Being modest, polite and shy in this society were characteristics 
predisposing you to failure. He knew that only those who make a bold 
statement have the chance to get noticed. The critique of using recurring 
formal elements did not bother him for a second. His sights were set on a 
higher ideal- complexity. And everyone knew that complexity is easiest to 
achieve through repetition. 
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Mafia Tourism
| Mafia Tourism
Holidays After the Fall
Bulgaria’s 380 kilometer coastline covered with long stretches of dunes 
and sandy beaches was recognized as early as the 1950s and 1960s as a 
topography perfectly suited for beach tourism. Along with agriculture, 
tourism was one of the prominent economic sectors during the communist 
regime.  Urban plans for resorts along the Black Sea coast were drawn 
by “Glavproekt, the central state institute for architecture and urban 
planning in Sofia. Tourism development was purposely concentrated in a 
few distinct locations so as to preserve as much as possible of the coast’s 
natural assets.”4 The architectural typologies deployed were often low bar, 
staggered or terraced pre-cast modernist volumes which were integrated 
harmoniously with the surrounding landscape. A handful of solitary 
high-rise hotels were introduced, however, their presence was seen more 
as a city landmark then a model to be replicated in numbers. Primarily 
visitors were citizens of fellow COMECON countries, who under the careful 
organizational network of Balkantourist, the central state tourism enterprise 
in Bulgaria, were treated to a distinct and often luxurious experience. The 
fall of communism in 1989 cut this particular circulation off, as people were 
now free to explore beyond the Berlin Wall. In order to save tourism, the 
Bulgarian government initiated a process of privatization where the major 
resorts were broken down into smaller units in order to facilitate private 
individuals. State deregulation triggered a construction boom, where new 
developments filled to maximum capacity the previous urban layouts, 
eliminating large swaths of green space and public areas. Combined with 
questionable zoning permits and illegal acquisition of state property, the 
Black Sea coast was soon identified by the Mafia groups as a favorable 
investing environment. Driven by the rush to maximize capacity and profit, 
Sunny Beach became the symbol of corruption, illegal construction and 
concrete behemoths dominating the Mafia driven tourism.
4            Zinganel, “Holidays After The Fall Seaside Architecture and Urbanism in Bulgaria and Croatia”, p.27
Aerial View of Sunny Beach, Bulgaria.2014 Photo by Aleksandur Ivanov 
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A web of the major mafia players  during the decade since the fall of communism.
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The Evolution of the Bulgarian Coast
Albena
Albena is the third largest and the youngest of the major coastal resorts 
in Bulgaria. Nikolay Nenov, the architect in charge, initiated planning and 
construction at the end of the 1960s. Fully completed by the mid 1970s, the 
resort offered 14,000 beds interspersed between hotel buildings, camping 
sites, sports facilities and an all-year-round health centre. Most of the 
original buildings are operational to this day even though the resort went 
through the process of privatization in 1997, similar to all others on the 
coast. However, unlike others which had been discretized into pieces, it 
remained a single entity under centralized management and in the control 
of the same people who had run it previously. “Thanks to its unswerving 
commitment, the management under director Krassimir Stanev was able 
to re-launch the resort as a private joint stock company and continue 
operations... The Albena JSCo is now a listed group and the largest 
Bulgarian hotel operator.”5  Unlike the other precedents chosen for analysis, 
Albena has remained a perfectly self-contained and comprehensively 
planned holiday resort , continuing the socialist ideals of collectivity. 
5             p.93`
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Golden Sands (Zlatni Pyasatsi)
Between 1960 and 1970, the number of international guests entering 
Bulgaria rose dramatically from 200,000 to 2.5 million. To accommodate 
such traffic of tourists, the country’s resorts had been a subject to constant 
developments and expansions. Under the supervision of Glavproekt , 
architect Georgi Ganev designed and started construction on the first 
buildings of Golden Sands between 1956 and 1958, on a 4km strip of white 
sandy beach located beneath a steep mountain slope covered by woods. The 
first phase of the urban planning project consisted of 2 to 4-storey blocks 
embedded in the topography of the site. The increase of incoming tourists 
spurred the second stage of construction which calculated the maximum bed 
capacity of the resort using a simple formula: the available area of beach was 
divided by the requisite space per guest (12m2). Divided into four functional 
zones: beach, contact,accommodation and service, buildings with a more 
diverse profiles and dynamic forms populated the spaces between the initial 
structures. During the massive construction boom around the year 2000, 
set by the national privatization, the 20,000 maximum bed capacity was 
violently disregarded as criminal businessmen had sets sights on the resort. 
The local Mafia groups from Varna, the closest major city, established 
control over the tourist destination, dividing it among themselves and 
politicians who acquired properties through illegal schemes. The only factor 
preventing Golden Sands from the over-saturation with eclectic hotels was 
its natural topography, which contained its growth and avoided the concrete 
maze which Sunny Beach was to become.
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Sunny Beach (Slunchev Bryag)
Sunny Beach was conceived as a tourist resort in the late 1950s by 
architect Nikola Nikolov, operating under the umbrella of Glavproekt. 
Its location, north of Nessebar, consisted of a flat, sweeping bay which 
promised high capacities and room for future expansion. During its 
socialist past, the resort offered luxurious modernist hotels situated along 
generous green recreational areas and entertainment facilities. The large 
area of Sunny Beach made it impossible to be sold to a single buyer, in a 
manner similar to Albena. The carve-up which proceeded was largely non-
transparent, as the resort was broken down to individual plots of land ready 
to be transformed into private enclaves. The resort’s number of beds in 
the late 1980s was 27,000, 40, 000 in 2004, and by 2010 it was estimated 
that 300,000 bed were available in it and its environs. Architecturally 
Sunny Beach is a schizophrenic landscape mix of enormous luxury hotels 
out of proportion with the existing architecture, eclectic smaller complexes 
and faded remnants of socialist tourism. The city was chosen as a site 
for this thesis due to its chaotic overcrowding, unbridled eclecticism and 
megalomania, which proved a thriving environment for Mafia Baroque. 
The city’s dramatic decrease in population during the winter months, from 
300,000 to 6,000 permanent residents, is the largest fluctuation and, 
therefore, provided a testing bed for the conversion of these resorts in all-
year-round functional cities.
6160 | Mafia Tourism
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Architecture as a Double Agent Ulterior Motives
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
 In the past three decades members of the local varieties of mafia 
have identified the construction industry and architecture as the most 
potent vehicles for increasing and laundering their wealth. Combined 
with the illegal zoning permits and acquisition of state property, Mafia 
Baroque swarmed the Bulgarian coast. Owning a hotel in Bulgaria’s coastal 
towns is about prestige, it is a statement of one’s status, ambitions and 
“sophisticated” taste. As a total overhaul of the precast socialist past, Mafia 
Baroque provides tourists and town residents ornament, because of crime… 
to enjoy.
In the Bulgarian society, like many others that followed a similar 
path of post-socialist transition, illegal and semi-legal construction and 
behaviors, eventually get legalized. The members of petty and construction 
Mafia, also move from the fringe of society to its center. Mafia legalized 
are the politicians and builders of society. The thesis follows this logic in 
architectural terms. The populist ornament which served to speak and 
produce wealth is embraced alongside the benevolent developer of society 
(yesterday’s Mafioso). Though he may now be legally supplied by tax breaks 
and land to build on, he will now be happy to dedicate a percentage of his 
hotels to public programs which operate year round. The new condition 
is neither dialectical- a “cleaned up” version of Mafia Baroque-, nor just a 
cautionary tale projecting a bleak future. Architecture created this way is a 
double agent of sorts.
The formal logics of previous hotels are studied and deployed both on 
the level of the façade and on the larger scale of a building to produce new 
programmatic and spatial explorations which imagine a new synthetic 
urban condition replacing the individualized enclaves of the present. By 
maximizing the built area on each plot and by imbuing the hotels with 
programs which allow for further money laundering through operational 
machinations, this double agent architecture serves both the legalized lord 
and the residents of the city. 
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Hindlyands House
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
The house is located in Plovdiv and was first designed for a wealthy 
merchant in the middle of 19th century. The structure sits at the crossroads 
of two streets defining their silhouette. The exterior paint treatment of 
the facade codifies the two sides which face the street and the interior 
overlooking the courtyard. Typical for houses of that period the second 
floor, holding the living spaces, is articulated through the cantilevering 
of the volumes about the service rooms of the first. The ornamentation 
operates on two registers- formal(material) and inscribed (surfacial). The 
wooden beams and columns comprising the structure of the house become 
its ornaments as they are rhythmically called out. The flat surfaces of the 
walls are then decorated by drawings of Roman columns and floral wreaths.
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Hotel Luxor
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
Hotel Luxor is located in the smaller resort of Lozenets, where the 
building disregards its contextual neighbors and stands as a landmark 
of corruption. Suggested in the name, the hotel seeks to offer its guests 
a luxurious experience evoked by the mix of Roman and Neo-Classical 
architecture. The front facade is strictly symmetrical, however, the irregular 
footprint along with the articulation of the circulation core on the west 
side, break away the symmetrical organization of the other facades. The 
limited palette of elements is, however, generously distributed through their 
systematic repetition to create a visually overwhelming environment.
69
Hotel Imperial
| Architecture as a Double Agent
Hotel Imperial is located in Sunny Beach and operates between the 
scale of a small boutique hotel and the large luxurious behemoths. The 
architecture exhibits the typical symmetry of Mafia Baroque style along 
with divergent elements grouped in a schizophrenic ensemble. The flat 
figural masks seem to recall Moorish or Islamic ornaments mixed with 
Romanesque balustrades. The kitschy Frankenstein is completed by using 
traditional Bulgarian bell tower roofs with the post-modern Chippendale 
Top. 
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Balcony
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
The balcony has traditionally been a space and a medium for mass 
communication in the post-Soviet cities. It has the power to broadcast 
specific messages and equip buildings with “speaking” facades. In the case 
of Mafia Baroque, it has been identified as the primary landscape where the 
mostly flat elements of the style are often kit-bashed together. A series of 
formal experiments tested if new social collectives could be formed through 
the misaligning, bending, over-scaling or rotating of specific elements, and 
what kind of politics are introduced. 
7372
Neighbors could be your friends, or turn into foes. The prejudiced balconies form new allegiances or test the 
inhabitants resourcefulness when it comes to obstructing the peace next door.
The Prejudiced Balcony
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
Usually turned towards the sea or the relaxing landscape of the near by pool, these balconies force their 
inhabitants to become witnesses of the daily drama around them. Benign voyeurism contributes to the 
creation of new collectives.
The Balcony Drama
7574
Hidden from the view of the luxurious suite’s balcony, a small space providing access to the exterior serves 
the cheaper rooms. 
The Hidden Balcony
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
The flat figural masks deployed by Mafia Baroque buildings to highlight specific zones, are extruded to 
become spaces hosting a variety of programs.
The Thickened Mask
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Aiming to sidestep the traditional emphasis on individual privacy, these encourage interaction between hotel 
guests as they link multiple rooms together, becoming the perfect space for a late night soirée. 
The Stretched Corner Balcony
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
Equal rights and equality were pillars of socialism which this type of balcony is trying to revive. The luxurious 
suite might seemingly get a larger exterior space, however, its neighbors are provided with exactly the same 
area, despite its awkward shape. Perhaps the guests might even communicate, forgetting the difference in 
social status.
The Equal Rights Balcony
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Connecting two neighboring rooms, this balcony provides the perfect setting to invite one’s next door guest to 
a dinner under the stars.
The Date Balcony
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
Hidden behind columns and rows of ornamentation, the secret promenade provides hotel guests with a path 
to all other apartments on that specific floor. 
The Secret Promenade
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Traditionally used in Mafia Baroque as an formal element tying divergent volumes together, the entablature 
here is set loose to absorb other functions as well. 
The Continuous Entablature
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
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Aggregation Strategies
The formal logics of previous hotels are studied and deployed both on 
the level of the façade and on the larger scale of a building to produce new 
programmatic and spatial explorations which imagine a new synthetic 
urban condition replacing the individualized enclaves of the present. By 
maximizing the built area on each plot and by imbuing the hotels with 
programs which allow for further money laundering through operational 
machinations, this double agent architecture serves both the legalized lord 
and the residents of the city
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
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Campo Mafioso
The fictional plan devises an alternative future for the city of Sunny 
Beach, imagining its transformation from a seasonal resort to a all-year-
round functional city. Operating within the limits of the existing property 
lots, the new building aggregations satisfy their proud Mafia owners, while 
at the same time breaking away the restricted enclaves and allowing for the 
fluidity of public space to infiltrate them. By maximizing the built area on 
each plot (the old footprints are shown in red) and by introducing programs 
and activities, which enable the continuous money laundering, this new 
urbanism lacks the ambition to be just or moral in its attempt to restructure 
the corrupt society. Its mission is to hack the status quo and introduce 
new politics through its synthetic and continuous public space which 
promotes the unusual juxtapositions of new publics and the shaping of new 
collectives.  
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
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Hotel Off Season 
| Аrchitecture as a Double Agent
The pool transformed into an ice skating rink.
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Model Photos
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Final Presentation
Photo by Sarah Wagner
| Final Presentation
Photo by Maxwell Jarosz
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